Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are becoming an important tool in a variety of tasks, including monitoring and tracking of spatially occurring phenomena. These networks offer the capability of densely covering a large area, but at the same time are constrained by the limiting sensing, processing and power capabilities of their sensors. In order to complete the task at hand, the information collected by the sensor nodes needs to be appropriately fused. In this paper, we study the problems of estimating the location of a target and estimating its signal intensity. The proposed algorithms are based on the local vote decision fusion (LVDF) mechanism, where sensors first correct their original decisions using decisions of neighboring sensors. These corrected decisions are more accurate, robust, and improve detection; however, they are correlated, which renders maximum likelihood estimation intractable. We adopt a pseudo-likelihood formulation and examine several variants of localization and signal estimation algorithms based on original and corrected decisions using direct optimization methods as well as an EM approach. Uncertainty assessments about the parameters of interest are provided using a parametric bootstrap technique. An extensive simulation study of the developed algorithms along with several benchmarks establishes the overall superior performance of the LVDF based algorithms, especially in low signal-to-noise ratio environments. Extensions to tracking moving targets and localizing multiple targets are also considered.
Introduction

Background on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)
Detection, identification and tracking of spatial phenomena are important tasks in various environmental and infrastructure applications. Advances in wireless sensor technologies that enable flexible deployments and enhanced sensing and computing capabilities have rendered sensor networks an important tool in this area.
Typically, the sensors measure the phenomenon under consideration at discrete points in space and time and the task of the network is to integrate (fuse) the available data in order to estimate and track the parameters of interest; for example, in areas and facilities surveillance monitoring (Estrin, 2006) , the task is to detect an intrusion and follow its path; in habitat monitoring (Mainwaring et al., 2002) , to identify and track herds; in environmental monitoring (Padhy et al., 2005) , to estimate soil moisture levels (Cardell-Oliver et al., 2005) , dispersion of pollutants (Kim et al., 2006) , etc. Other recent applications of WSNs include identification of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive phenomena 1 , and infrastructure monitoring (Xu et al., 2004) , to name a few.
In order to carry out these tasks, the physical characteristics of the sensors and the constraints imposed by the technology must be taken into consideration. Typically, sensors are autonomously powered devices capable of collecting measurements of one or more types (e.g. acoustic, infrared, etc.) with limited communication, computing and storage capabilities. In a WSN, the nodes are linked by a wireless medium -radio, infrared or optical. The advantage of the latter two media is that they are robust to interferences from electrical devices and hence less prone to false transmissions; however, their main disadvantage is that they require a line of sight for both sender and receiver. On the other hand, radio transmissions can occur at longer distances but their fidelity tends to be lower. The flow of transmissions between sensors is controlled by the medium access control (MAC) protocol. Since the goal is to save power, the favored protocols are of the broadcast type (see SMACS and EAR, Sohrabi et al. (2000) ), as opposed to point-to-point protocols used in cellular networks. The advantage of broadcasting is that, to a large extent, it eliminates the necessity of transmission acknowledgments and retransmissions of dropped packets, due to the presence of many neighboring nodes. The transmitted data need to be routed to a 'sink' node, also known as data fusion center. The network layer controls the routing protocol between the sensor and the sink nodes. Again, power efficiency is of paramount importance, and specially designed protocols have been developed for 1 Sensornet: Nationwide detection and assessment of chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear and explosive threats, "http://www.sensornet.gov" WSNs (more details can be found in Akyildiz et al. (2002) ). Finally, their processing and storage capabilities range from devices capable of carrying out computational tasks to simple sensing devices; the former are able to obtain measurements, process them and even store some 'sufficient' statistics for a limited time period, while the latter are constrained to getting data and immediately transmitting them. Finally, in many cases the location of the sensors is unknown and needs to be estimated by the network (Ji and Zha, 2004 ).
As emphasized above, the overarching limiting factor in WSNs is power, which in most cases comes from batteries and for larger systems from small solar panels. The power constraints can be fairly stringent for many sensor systems, to the point that they spend most of the time in a 'sleep' mode, taking measurements and transmitting them at fixed time intervals on the order of minutes. Nevertheless, advances in micromachining and micro-electronic technologies are likely to produce significantly more task capable sensors in the not too distant future.
The technological constraints imposed by the nature of WSN, together with their increased importance in a variety of monitoring and environmental settings have created a fertile ground for research. There is active involvement from diverse research communities, including electrical engineering and computer science, materials science and manufacturing, and more recently statistics.
An Overview of Target Detection and Localization Problems in WSN
The problem we address in this paper is that of estimating a target's location and signal magnitude by a WSN, when only binary transmissions from the sensors are allowed under the power constraints. In general, the problem is formulated as follows: consider N identical sensors deployed at locations s i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N over a two-dimensional monitoring region R. A target at location v = (v x , v y ) in the region R emits a signal that is captured by the deployed sensors. Specifically, let E i = S i + i , i = 1, 2, . . . , N denote the energy measured by the i-th sensor, where S i ≡ S i (v) is the signal of the target measured at location i, and E i is S i contaminated by i.i.d. random noise i . Given the energy measurements, some basic tasks of a WSN are: (i) detect the presence of a target, (ii) identify its location, (iii) with information available over time, track its trajectory through the monitoring region R and (iv) estimate the strength of the signal which may characterize the type of target present.
The WSN accomplishes these objectives by collecting the available measurements from the sensors and processing them appropriately. The information fusion occurs at a central location (the fusion center). In the remainder of the paper, it is assumed that important communication and networking issues such as lossless protocols, connectivity between sensors, synchronization of transmissions among sensors and with the fusion center, etc., have been resolved in advance; here we focus on the collaborative signal processing task at hand. The information transmitted to the fusion center can be either the energy measurements E i themselves or binary decisions Y i = I(E i ≥ τ i ) determined by a pre-specified threshold τ i related to the individual sensors false alarm probability, with I(·) denoting the indicator function. The former approach is called value fusion, and the latter decision fusion. In general, value fusion is more accurate in terms of detection probability and localization, but decision fusion is more economical due to lower communication cost of one-bit transmissions and proves more robust in noisy environments (Clouqueur et al., 2001) . Here, we focus on the situation where only binary transmissions are allowed, although we include value fusion as a benchmark for performance evaluation (Section 3).
Related Work
The canonical signal processing problems of target detection, localization and tracking over time have received an increasing degree of attention over the last few years. The literature on these problems goes back to radar systems (see Abdel-Samad and Tewfik, 1999) , where localization was mostly performed via beam-forming methods. Existing localization algorithms for WSNs can be divided into two general classes: those based on energy readings E i (Kaplan et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002; Sheng and Hu, 2003; Blatt and Hero, 2006) and those based on binary decisions Y i (Niu and Varshney, 2004; Noel et al., 2006; Ermis and Saligrama, 2006) . Li et al. (2002) used non-linear least squares to localize the target, assuming an isotropic exponentially decaying signal model. For acoustic energy measurements, a maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method based on the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm and a projection solution for the problem of target localization was proposed by Sheng and Hu (2003) . The EM algorithm was used to fit the mixture model for energies coming from multiple targets. These methods proved to be more accurate than nonlinear least squares estimates, but computationally more demanding. Compared to techniques that depend on such physical variables as direction of arrival (DOA) and time delay of arrival (TDOA) (Kaplan et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2002; Meesookho and Narayanan, 2005) , energy based methods do not require a very accurate synchronization among the sensors and provide accurate estimation of target locations. However, energy-based techniques require transmission of real value data from all the sensors, which may not be feasible under communication constraints. Moreover, the methods of Sheng and Hu (2003) require transmission of the mean and variance of the background noise, which often are unknown and may have to be estimated together with the target location and signal amplitude. Options for reducing communications cost include implementation of an optimization-based localization algorithm in a distributed manner (Blatt and Hero, 2006) , or obtaining energy information only from cluster heads rather than all sensors (Zou and Chakrabarty, 2003) . Specifically, Zou and Chakrabarty (2003) proposed a two-step communication protocol between the cluster head and the sensors within the cluster: sensors send binary decisions to the cluster head, which determines candidate target locations and sends requests for stored energy readings to selected sensors.
Binary decision transmission offers significant cost savings, since only positive one-bit detection notifications are sent to the fusion center. Niu and Varshney (2004) developed maximum likelihood target location estimation from binary and multi-bit discrete data, along with the corresponding Cramer-Rao bound. The MLE approach reduces the problem of localization to that of non-linear function optimization, which may suffer from existence of local maxima, slow convergence and high computational complexity. Noel et al. (2006) proposed an improved MLE approach using the same likelihood as Niu and Varshney (2004) maximized by particle swarm optimization techniques, which was shown to outperform deterministic quasi Newton-Raphson schemes. Another recent approach used distributed false discovery rate to select the most informative sensors to communicate with the fusion center, although it relies on multiple within network communications on each step of the localization (Ermis and Saligrama, 2006) . Other related papers include target localization in relation to the coverage problem , and a Bayesian approach to target localization and sensor selection and placement (Wang et al., 2006 ).
New Localization Algorithms for Binary Decisions
In this paper, we develop a target localization technique based on binary decisions; however, instead of using the original decisions Y i , we employ binary decisions that incorporate information from neighboring sensors through the Local Vote Decision Fusion (LVDF) algorithm we have recently developed (Katenka et al., 2006) . Specifically, individual sensors first adjust their decisions using the majority vote among neighboring sensors and subsequently make a collective decision about a target's presence (more details on LVDF are given in 2.1). The main effect of LVDF is de-noising the original decisions, which was shown to give a robust procedure for target detection, particularly in noisy environments with low signal-to-noise ratio (Katenka et al., 2006) . However, the corrected decisions are correlated, which makes likelihood computations intractable. Instead, a pseudo-likelihood approach is adopted, and a localization and signal estimation procedure for LVDF developed, that enjoys the same robustness properties as the corresponding detection algorithm. We also derive an EM algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation from binary decisions, both for the original decisions Y i and the LVDF-corrected ones. An extensive simulation study establishes that the EM algorithms provide significantly more accurate estimates than direct optimization of the likelihood of binary decisions, but has higher computational complexity. We also provide a bootstrap procedure for uncertainty assessment. Finally, hybrid methods which use partial energy information (obtaining energy readings from sensors that made positive decisions) are shown to perform as well as methods based on the full energy measurements, but at a lower communication cost. We also show how the proposed algorithms can be applied to tracking a moving target over time and localizing multiple targets. It should be noted that at present, appropriate data sets for detection and localization tasks are not publicly available, since target monitoring WSNs are usually proprietary.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the likelihood framework and the EM algorithm for binary decisions are developed, and properties of these estimates and construction of confidence intervals are discussed. In Section 3, numerical results on the performance of the various methods are presented, along with a discussion of implementation issues. Extensions to tracking a target over time and the problem of multiple target localization are briefly examined in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
Methods and Algorithms
In this section we present methods for target localization by a WSN deployed over a region R, based on binary measurements -either the original decisions Y i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N or LVDF-corrected decisions Z i .
The maximum likelihood estimator for location based on Y i has been derived before (see Niu and Varshney, 2004 ), but we include a summary for completeness.
It is assumed that the sensor locations s i are known and that the attenuation of the target's signal is a known function which is monotonically decreasing in the distance from the target δ i (v) = ||s i − v||, and also depends on an attenuation parameter η. That is, the signal at location s i is given by
with C η (0) = 1 and S 0 ∈ [0, ∞) denotes the signal strength at the target's location v.
The following two signal models are used in subsequent sections both for illustrative and performance evaluation purposes:
Notice that under M1, the signal decays exponentially, while under M2 the signal exhibits polynomial decay.
The first model is appropriate for capturing temperature attenuation patterns, whereas the second one or its close variants are widely used for acoustic signals, with the exponent in the denominator ranging between 2 and 5 (Clouqueur et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002) .
The noise is assumed to be Gaussian with mean zero and variance σ 2 . The primary parameters of interest are the target's location v and the signal strength S 0 ; obviously, the noise variance σ 2 and the attenuation parameter η affect the estimation problem. Before we proceed to the methods for estimating these parameters, we give more details on the LVDF algorithm that supplies robust binary decisions.
The Local Vote Decision Fusion Algorithm
The LVDF algorithm is a fusion mechanism that adjusts binary decisions produced by individual sensors to make them robust to noise. Specifically, assuming that all sensors use the same detection threshold, let Y i = I(E i ≥ τ ) be the original decision made by sensor i. The threshold τ is connected to the sensor's false alarm probability γ by γ = P( i > τ ). Fusing the Y i decisions, henceforth referred to as ordinary decision fusion (ODF), is achieved according to the following protocol: (i) sensors transmit positive decisions Y i to the fusion center and (ii) the fusion center makes the final decision D = I( i Y i ≥ T ) using a pre-specified threshold T that controls the network's false alarm probability F .
The LVDF algorithm, on the other hand, first incorporates information from neighboring sensors to obtain robust decisions Z i . Specifically, let U i denote the neighborhood of sensor i that includes either all sensors within a certain radius or a fixed number of nearest neighbors; by definition, i ∈ U (i), so the sensor's own decision is always taken into account. The sensors exchange their initial decisions with neighbors, and each sensor i adjusts its decision according to a majority vote; i.e. Figure 2: Detection probability at system-wide false alarm level F = 0.1 as a function of SNR, for models M1 and M2. using LVDF is obtaining the threshold T for a given system false alarm rate F due to the dependence of the decisions Z i , which is accomplished through a normal approximation that uses limit theorems for weakly dependent fields (Katenka et al., 2006) . The LVDF algorithm leads to significant gains in target detection probability as shown in Figure 2 : for both signal models and for a wide range of the signal-to-noise ratios (SNR=S 0 /σ), LVDF outperforms ODF, with gains exceeding 30% for a range of low SNR values for model M1.
Localization from Original Decisions
As outlined above, each sensor makes an initial decision Y i ∈ {0, 1} regarding the presence of the target in R. We do not treat the signal itself as random, so the only randomness comes from the i.i.d. noise. Define the vector of unknown parameters θ = (v x , v y , S 0 , σ, η). Then, the decisions {Y i } are independent Bernoulli random variables with probability of success given by
where Φ(·) denotes the Gaussian cumulative distribution function and A i (θ) is the standardized excess energy level given by
The log-likelihood function of the {Y i } is given by:
There are two options for obtaining estimates of the unknown parameters: direct numerical maximization of the log-likelihood function (2) (no closed form solution exists) or the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) . The EM can be applied here by viewing Y i = I(E i > τ ) as incomplete data on the true energy readings E i , and consists of an expectation step (E-step), where expected likelihood of the full data conditional on the available data is obtained, and a maximization step (M-step) where the parameters are estimated by maximizing the likelihood from the E-step. The full log-likelihood of the energies, up to an additive constant, is given by
Maximizing this over S 0 and σ 2 can be done in closed form. This gives the
The other parameters (v and η) are found by numerical optimization of (3) with the expression from (4) and (5) plugged in.
The likelihood (3) comes from a curved exponential family in θ, so the M-step shows that there are just two quantities that need to be computed in the E-step:
Note that each E i only depends on Y i rather than all Y because S i is not random, and i 's are independent. These expectations are straightforward to derive: for instance, letting p E i (x) denote the density of the energies, we obtain
Combining analogous computations for
where
The EM algorithm consists of iterating between the E-step and the M-step until convergence, which tends to be computationally more expensive that direct numerical optimization of the likelihood; however, it tends to produce much more accurate results (see Section 3). In both cases, good initial values for the parameters are important; we briefly discuss this issue in Section 3.
Localization from LVDF Decisions
The adjusted decisions Z i produced by the LVDF algorithm are correlated, which renders the form of the likelihood function in (2) invalid. This is the reason we adopt a pseudo-likelihood formulation (Besag, 1986; Liang and Yu, 2003) , by assuming that all adjusted decisions Z i are independent. Further, we make the following simplifying assumption:
Letting β i (θ) = P(Z i = 1), this gives
The pseudo-loglikelihood function for the adjusted decisions Z i is given by:
Maximum likelihood estimates based on (9) can again be obtained through direct maximization. For the EM algorithm, the M-step is the same as before. The E-step requires calculating the first and second conditional
We first compute the conditional distribution of E i given all the decisions Z. Write
where the last equality follows because conditional on the value of Y i the energy reading E i is independent of the vector of corrected decisions Z (recall again that all randomness comes from the noise i , not the signal). Integrating (10) gives
Since we have already obtained
in the E-step for ODF, all that remains to be calculated is
where the first equality is the Bayes' rule, the second comes from the pseudo-likelihood approximation, and the third follows from the fact that only corrected decisions that come from a neighborhood containing sensor i depend on Y i . For compactness of notation, we suppress the dependence on θ. Once again using the assumption α j ≈ α i for j ∈ U (i), we get
and finally
Substituting (15) into (11) and (12) completes the E-step for the LVDF decisions.
Hybrid Maximum Likelihood Estimates
Hybrid maximum likelihood estimation methods are motivated by the trade-off between energy consumption and accuracy of target localization. As pointed out above, ML estimates based on the full energy measurements are theoretically the most accurate, but also power consuming. The idea of hybrid methods is to use actual energy readings only from the sensors with positive decisions, while imputing those for the remaining sensors. This strategy leads to reduced communication costs compared to using all the energies, and improved target localization compared to using binary decisions only.
The proposed hybrid expectation maximization (HEM) algorithm is a straightforward extension of the original EM, where the energies corresponding to Y i = 0 or Z i = 0 are imputed using formulas (7), (8), or
formulas (11), (12), (15), respectively, and the energies corresponding to positive decisions are plugged in directly into the M-step.
Numerical simulations show that the HEM algorithm proves to be computationally less expensive than the EM algorithm based on binary decisions, since, on average, it takes fewer iterations to converge. Finally, if one wants to avoid iterative computations, one can replace the energies corresponding to negative decisions by the threshold τ and then proceed to optimize the likelihood function. This variant of the algorithm is referred to as hybrid maximum likelihood (HML).
Construction of Confidence Intervals for Target Location
The ML and EM estimates for both the ODF and LVDF mechanisms have the usual properties of consistency and asymptotic normality. The latter property, together with a Cramer-Rao bound, can be used to construct confidence intervals for the parameters of interest. However, due to the pseudo-likelihood approximation employed and occasionally the small sample sizes involved, such intervals may not give correct coverage.
We therefore use a parametric bootstrap procedure for uncertainty assessment, which also relies on asymptotic normality but does not use the information bound. We discuss next how to construct a two-dimensional confidence region for the main parameter of interest, target location v.
Letv = (v x ,v y ) be the coordinates of the estimate of the true target location, withv ∼ N (v, Σ v ), where
A two-dimensional confidence region Q satisfies P(v ∈ Q) = 1 − ζ, with 1 − ζ denoting the confidence level. Standardizing the location estimate yields
which in turn implies that the desired confidence regionQ forṽ is a circle of radius r that satisfies P( ṽ 2 ≤ r 2 ) = 1 − ζ. The appropriate value of r is given by the (1 − ζ)-quantile of the χ 2 distribution with two degrees of freedom. The regionQ can then be inverted to obtain Q using (16).
This procedure requires an estimate of the covariance matrix Σ = Var(θ), withθ = (v,Ŝ 0 ). Rather than using the asymptotic Cramer-Rao bound which may not be sufficiently accurate for smaller samples, and in particular for the pseudo-likelihood framework employed, we use a parametric bootstrap procedure (Efron, 1994 ) to obtain a measure of variability of the estimates, as follows.
(i) Energies are simulated from the posited model with parameters set to the maximum likelihood estimates:
simulate K samples from the assumed signal attenuation model to obtain
(ii) The simulated energies are used to obtain bootstrap estimates of the parametersθ * k , k = 1, . . . , K.
(iii) The empirical covariance of the estimatesθ * k across the K samples gives an estimate for Σ. This is the procedure followed for obtaining uncertainty estimates presented in the next section.
Performance Evaluation
We examine next the performance of the proposed algorithms, focusing on the target location v and the signal amplitude S 0 . In order to limit the number of comparisons, it is assumed that the parameters η and σ 2 are known, although the proposed likelihood framework allows their estimation. Further, note that the parameter η scales the attenuation of the signal within the monitored region R and essentially determines the effective size of the target.
In the simulation study, the signal at each sensor location There are two main deployment mechanisms for sensor networks considered in the literature -regular grid or random deployment. Random deployment is often the only feasible option (when, for example, the sensors are "sprinkled" from airplanes), and one expects target localization and tracking to be more challenging due to random gaps in network coverage. Throughout this section, the results will be shown for either a WSN deployed on a 20 × 20 grid in the unit square, or 400 sensors deployed at random (uniformly distributed in the unit square). The true target location is set to v = (1/4, 1/4), S 0 = 2, the individual sensor's false alarm γ = 0.1, and the network's false alarm F = 0.1. The value of σ is determined from the selected value of the signal-to-noise ratio SNR = S 0 /σ.
In order to put all the algorithms on an equal footing, the results given next are based on 100 replications where all the algorithms detected the target according to their respective detection algorithm.
Localization and Signal Estimation Accuracy
The accuracy of the various algorithms for target localization is given in Table 1 . The results are obtained for a low (2), medium (5) and high (10) SNR scenarios, with η set to 0.1. It can be seen that the LVDF localization algorithms clearly outperform their ODF counterparts for both models, with the exception of model M2 at SNR=10, where the EM version of ODF performs slightly better than the corresponding LVDF algorithm. Further, in the low SNR regime they clearly outperform the "gold standard" ML(E), while for the medium and high SNR regimes they exhibit a competitive performance. The HEM algorithms tend to be the most accurate, followed by EM, while both ML and HML tend to be less accurate. All algorithms do somewhat better on model M2, since the slower signal decay allows more sensors to pick up the target. It is also worth noting that for the ODF based algorithms, the EM version significantly outperforms the one based on numerical optimization; this is primarily due to the sensitivity of the numerical solver to the selection of initial values, which in the case of the adjusted decisions is not an issue due to the de-noising nature of LVDF (see discussion in 3.4). As expected, for larger values of SNR the accuracy of all the algorithms improves, and for random deployments the pattern remains the same but all methods are somewhat less accurate. Table 1 : Average distance (AVGD) from the true location v as a function of SNR with η = 0.1.
SNR ML(E) ML(Y) EM(Y) HML(Y) HEM(Y) ML(Z) EM(Z) HML(Z) HEM(Z)
In Table 2 , the quality of the estimates of the signal S 0 is given in terms of root mean squared error (RMSE).
Once again, the LVDF based algorithms outperform their ODF counterparts in almost all situations, and for low SNR they exhibit smaller RMSE than the gold standard. The only exception again is model M2
at SNR=10 with the EM algorithm. Finally, for larger values of SNR all the algorithms become more accurate, with the largest improvement for the gold standard. For both ODF and LVDF, the EM algorithm outperforms the corresponding hybrid EM version estimates for low SNR. For medium and high SNR, the HEM(Z) algorithm exhibits the best performance in terms of accuracy of localization and signal estimation (essentially the same as the "gold standard") ( Table 1 ). and HEM(Y), respectively, in every case. In general, larger η corresponds to a bigger target which is easier to detect and localize. The patterns for both models are very similar, and the LVDF algorithms outperform the ODF ones; moreover, in a very noisy environment (SNR=2) the LVDF algorithms also outperform the energy based MLE, while for the case of SNR=5 they perform equally well, especially for larger targets.
The plots in Figure 4 assess the quality of the estimates for S 0 as a function of the target size. One can see that for larger targets the LVDF based algorithms perform well for both models, and somewhat outperform the gold standard at SNR = 2. For smaller size targets, the pattern is not that clear, although all the decision based algorithms exhibit similar performance. As before, the HEM versions tend to be the most accurate ones for both algorithms. 
Robustness to Model Misspecification
The performance of all algorithms may change when aspects of the true model are misspecified. Of particular interest is the change in performance of the best algorithms, and changes in relative performance of the different algorithms. First, we test robustness to signal model misspecification by investigating how the quality of the estimates is affected when the signal is generated by model M2, but the assumed signal model is M1. The performance of the algorithms relative to each other remains exactly the same (results not shown, but see the pattern in Figures 3 and 4) : LVDF is still the most accurate for low SNRs followed by ML(E) and ODF, and ML(E) is the best for higher SNRs, closely followed by LVDF. To assess changes in absolute are omitted as the least accurate in their class. Note also that we plot absolute rather than relative differences because some of the errors under the true model are very small, and will lead to unstable ratios. One can see that for target localization, the performance of both ML(E) and LVDF is very robust, whereas ODF performs somewhat worse, though the differences are small. For signal estimation, methods that use at least some energy information (ML(E), HEM(Y), and HEM(Z)) do well, whereas both methods based on binary decisions only (EM(Y) and EM(Z)) deteriorate more. These differences may be larger for more drastically different models. We next look at another type of potential misspecification, which is when the noise distribution is misspecified. In the simulation, model 1 generates the signal and is used by the algorithms, but the noise comes from a t-distribution with 3 degrees of freedom, while Gaussian distribution is assumed by the algorithms.
Note that this t-distribution has significantly heavier tails than the Gaussian, but the false alarm rate of the individual sensor is fixed at the same value γ = 0.1, and the two distributions are scaled to have the same variance. In this case, both versions of the LVDF algorithm perform very well and prove the most robust.
The ODF errors also remain similar, with somewhat erratic behavior for smaller targets where ODF may perform better under a misspecified noise model. The energy-based MLE is the most sensitive to distribution misspecification, as one would expect. 
Confidence Region Estimation
The coverage and area of bootstrap confidence regions for the target location v are summarized in Tables 3   and 4 . The setting was a target located at v = (1/4, 1/4), with sensor false alarm rate γ = 0.1 and target size determined by η = 0.1. In Table 3 the coverage for the various methods for models M1 and M2 is given. It can be seen that the energy based ML algorithm, together with all variants of the LVDF algorithm except HML, approximately achieve the nominal level of 95% for all SNRs examined, whereas the ODF ones fall short, particularly for the more localized target of model M1. In Table 4 , the average area of the confidence regions is given. For SNR=2, the gold standard is outperformed by all of LVDF algorithms in all cases, and in some cases by some of the ODF methods as well. For larger SNRs, ML(E) is the best. The HML(Z) method gives small confidence regions, but taken coverage probabilities into account, we conclude that of decision-based methods, EM(Z) produces the most reliable confidence regions, with HEM(Z) also showing good performance.
Implementation and Numerical Issues
All the decision based algorithms are iterative in nature and require starting values for the parameters of interest. Experience shows that an inferior choice of starting values can slow down convergence and/or lead to poor quality estimates. A good initial guess for the target's location is the centroid of the positive decisions,
LVDF. Because LVDF eliminates many distant false positives,v(Z) tends to be significantly more accurate Model M1, grid deployment  2  96  76  47  62  49  94  97  77  90  5  93  72  78  84  96  97  96  98  95  10  93  87  97  82  98  91  96  99  98  Model M2, grid deployment  2  97  81  62  54  73  97  95  46 Table 3 : Number of 95% confidence regions (out of 100) containing the true target location. Table 4 : Average area of the 95% confidence regions.
SNR ML(E) ML(Y) EM(Y) HML(Y) HEM(Y) ML(Z) EM(Z) HML(Z) HEM(Z)
thanv(Y ).
Some computational cost estimates are shown in Figure 7 , which give the distribution of the number of iterations over 100 replications of the ML (direct optimization), EM, and HEM algorithms. Comparisons are shown for grid deployment with η = 0.1 and SNR = 5. Note that the EM algorithms were stopped at 300 iterations if they did not achieve convergence using a 10 −4 tolerance. On average, the LVDF algorithms converge faster than their ODF counterparts; however, it takes the optimization about 1/10 of the iterations to converge on average, compared to the EM versions (recall that the M-step requires a numerical optimization; the number of iterations shown for EM is the sum of the optimization iterations at each M-step and the EM iterations). Given the significantly higher accuracy of the EM algorithms, this represents the usual trade-off between computational complexity and accuracy. The hybrid EM algorithms converge faster than their EM counterparts as one would expect. 
Tracking of Moving Targets
In this section, we examine performance of the various algorithms when it comes to tracking the position of a target moving through the monitoring region R. The problem of tracking targets over time has received considerable attention in the literature Chen et al., 2003 Chen et al., , 2005 Yang et al., 2006) .
The focus has been primarily on scheduling algorithms which allow the network to activate only sensors close to the target and save energy by keeping other sensors idle, and various approaches to optimizing this process have been proposed. Although this is an important issue, it is beyond the scope of this paper. In the remainder, we focus on temporally fusing the binary decisions available from all the sensors to improve target localization and tracking. This general idea of temporal fusion can be easily adapted to situations where only a subset of the sensors provide data at any given time point.
The setting we investigate here is the following: sensors record energy readings at time slots t = 1, 2, . . .
and make decisions at each time slot. In our previous work (Katenka et al., 2006) , temporal decision fusion was introduced and shown to lead to significant improvements in terms of detection probability for both stationary and moving targets. Temporal decision fusion combines decisions over time using an exponentially weighted moving average scheme. The same idea can be extended to fuse information about the location of the target over time. Specifically, we haveṽ 0 =v 0 , and
wherev t denotes the location estimate obtained from measurements at time t. A more detailed discussion on the use of exponentially weighted moving average and the choice of λ can be found in Katenka et al. (2006) . An analogous scheme can be used for the signals' magnitude. In addition, we useṽ t−1 as a starting value for localization at time t, instead of the centroid of positive decisions at time t.
The first scenario examined using temporal decision fusion is of a target moving from west to east through model M1, λ = 0.5). The performance of the algorithms is summarized in Figure 9 . Once again, the LVDF gives the best results at all points in time, followed by the gold standard and the ODF algorithms. At higher SNRs, the ML(E) algorithm becomes the best method, a result consistent with previous ones. 
Multiple Target Localization
Up to this point we have examined the problems of localization and tracking for a single target. An interesting extension to consider is the presence of multiple targets. Formally, we consider p possible targets in the monitored region R. Each sensor at location s i receives the signal from a target at location v j ∈ R given by
where S j 0 is the signal amplitude for target j, δ i (v j ) = s i −v j , and η j is the scaling parameter representing the target's size. The total energy measured by the i-th sensor is given by
where i , i = 1 . . . N are i.i.d. random noise. In Figure 10 , the signal amplitudes emitted by two targets and measured energies obtained by a WSN deployed on a 30 × 30 square grid are shown for illustrative purposes. Based on the observed energy levels E i , each sensor reaches an initial decision Y i , which is subsequently corrected by applying the LVDF algorithm. For detection purposes, the ODF and LVDF algorithms are adequate without any modifications, since their detection thresholds are derived under the null hypothesis of no targets present. However, the problem of estimating the targets' locations is significantly more interesting and challenging, especially when the number of targets is unknown. This problem has recently received some attention in the literature (see Sheng and Hu (2003) ; Kreucher et al. (2005) ; Vercauteren et al. (2005) and references therein). In the remainder of this section, we introduce a heuristic algorithm that exhibits good performance. The algorithm is intended to serve as a proof of concept and a comprehensive treatment of this problem is beyond the scope of this paper.
The proposed algorithm is summarized next:
1. Obtain initial (ODF) or corrected (LVDF) decisions.
2. Apply a clustering technique to the locations of positive decisions. The number of targets may be assumed known or the clustering technique can be used to estimate the number of targets.
3. Apply any of the localization and signal estimation techniques described before to each of the clusters separately to obtain location and signal amplitude estimates for each target.
There are a number of clustering techniques that can be used here. Extensive experimentation indicates that K-means (Gordon, 1980) , normalized cuts (Shi and Malik, 2000) , and clustering induced by connected components (Gross and Yellen, 2005) of the decision graph perform particularly well, whereas agglomerative clustering algorithms do not produce satisfactory results. The K-means algorithm is well-known , and so is clustering corresponding to the connected components of the nearest-neighbor graph, which in our case is applied to the graph induced by positive decisions (LVDF or ODF). The normalized cuts algorithm, introduced originally in computer vision, solves a graph partitioning problem and is computationally efficient since it resorts to solving a generalized eigenvalue problem. The criterion used takes into consideration separation between clusters and their homogeneity, and normalization guards against very small clusters. Figure 11 shows the results of these three clustering methods applied to sensor locations corresponding to the initial (ODF) decisions and the corresponding corrected (LVDF) decisions for the example in Figure 10 .
To obtain these decisions and detect the targets, the false alarm for a single sensor is set to 10% (γ = 0.1) and the system-wide false alarm level to 10% (F = 0.1). The number of targets is assumed to be known. One can see that LVDF decisions produce much more localized clusters with both normalized cuts and K-means.
With connected components, both ODF and LVDF are well localized, since taking two largest connected components of the ODF graph is an operation quite similar to LVDF, in the sense that it also removes distant false positives. However, LVDF can be performed locally within the network, whereas the largest connected components can only be determined by the fusion center; hence, performing LVDF on the spot will produce significant communications cost savings compared to transmitting all ODF decisions to the fusion center.
To illustrate the performance of these clustering techniques, the ML, EM, and HEM algorithms for both ODF and LVDF were applied to the simulation scenario outlined above. The results shown in Table 5 are averaged over 100 replications. It can be seen that the LVDF algorithms continue to outperform their ODF counterparts, with the exception of connected components combined with ODF, which, as discussed above, Table 5 : Average distance from v 1 and v 2 for ODF (columns 2,3) and LVDF (columns 4,5); RMSE of estimating S 1 0 , S 2 0 for ODF (columns 6,7) and LVDF (columns 8,9).
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the problem of estimating the location of a target, as well as its signal amplitude by a WSN was examined and a number of algorithms introduced. The results show that the LVDF algorithms provide highly accurate estimates, and in the presence of high levels of noise they consistently outperform the energy based ML algorithm. In particular, hybrid expectation-maximization algorithm based on LVDF decisions provides essentially the same accuracy for target location estimation and signal magnitude estimation as the "gold standard".
The presence of multiple targets in the sensed region R introduces several new challenges, such as estimating their number and location, classifying them according to type and tracking them over time. These tasks offer a wealth of problems for statisticians and are topics of current research.
